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NOISE AND AlRijORNE POLLtTrlON IN COVF.NTRY 

ABSTRACT 

The impact of noise, fumes, and other airborne pollutants on households 

and people in congested areas is often omitted from transport models, 

An analytical model has been set up at TRRL to estimate these e~fP.cts, 

and ~ompute the de~ree of annoyance suffered by people as a result of 

traffic changes. This model - PANIC - (1) - requires empirical relationshi~s 

to be supplied for thP. calculations, and the r~nge of relationships 

available in the literature is very limited. 1'he "1ork in this report 

is a survey of four areas in the City of Coventry where noise, pollution, 

parking, and pedesttian data were collected over a pedod of several 

weeks. The noise and pollution data obtained were related to the traffic 

flow and vehicle composition of that flow by re~ression equations, and 

the results comp•red with previous empirical rel~tionships. The noise 

data were supplemented with data collected in the course of T~RL work 

in other areas of the UK, <2) and the empirical noise relationships derived, 

Empirical relationships between tTaffic flow an~ composition are presenterl 

for noise levels of L10 , L50 , L90 for carbon monoxide {CO), hydrocarbons, 

nitrous oxides, and lead iu the atmosphere at the kerbside. The use 

of these equations in the PANIC model is illustrated with a compar11tive 

analysis of the different environmental pollution impacts forecast by 

different empirical relationships for the City of Coventry in 19~7. 

L) HR Wigan. Pollution, pedestrian and noise ill!l"act estimation TRRL LR ••• (1974). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic and traffic flow ca~~y out an essentirl function in the op~racion of 

oJr cities: the increase ic personal wealth in the last decade has given rise to 

.~ r.uge increase in the numh1:r of journeys mAde9 and the greatest part of thi-. 

increase has been in le sure trips. This great rise in mobility ha~ led to incre~sing 

c0n~estion throughout the day. and the need to take meanure~ to keep traffic flowing, 

•'ther ~dversP ~ide effectR have become important: the nois~, fumes. and airborne 

<'ontaminants have also increased. and have hecome politicc11ly significant. The 

Envi ronmer.tal Protection Agency in the l'SA has proposed restri.ct i.ons on trnHi c 

flo\.T simply to meet the air and noise pQllution standards that are now required, 

These measures are ~drlitional to the activity of the EPA in leBi~latinR for the 

reducti~n of oollutant oroduction by the vehicle, How~ver low these measures mav 

bri~g the noise and air pollution levels output by each ~ar, the concentration 

of many vehicles 1n one rlace !it one time will give rise t,, p,reat concentratinns. 

()). In view of the Motor vehicle fuel shortages the level of detoxinR mAy be 

lesJ than previously planned, therebv intensifyinP, the problems of air pollution, 

The noise and air pcllution levels at a given ooint in a busy and con~P~ted network 

of streets is not readily calculated from the character;stics of the vehicle itself. 

The noise produced by a s~.~~e vehicle can be forecit~t (4) ~1th a fair de~ree 

of precision, but detailed prediction of the mix of acceleration, steady runninr.. 

and idling of each vehicle in a stream of traffic passinp. a given point is a far 

more difficult prospect. and indeed the number of different variables that would 

have to be forecast to ,reduce such a synthesi~ for a ne~ situation w~uld be prohibitive 

at our present state of knowledge. The rate of ~roduction of airhourne pollutants 

is subject to both thes! limitations and others. The level of any airbourne pollutant 

is affected by the wind speed and direction and also by tempe~ature. The configuration 

of the surrounding buildings will affect the mixing depth, and therefore produce 

different localised ~oncentrations in different parts of the same street under 

given weather conditions. 

The complexity nf the procesA needed to Aynthesise noise or air ~nllution levels 

or concentrationA at a given point from a know~~dge or the characteristics of each 

vehicle under different operating conditiuus compares bac•v with the accuracy with 

which we can forecast - or indeed measure - all the different operational conditions 

that are the essential link between the emission data and the estimation of the 

concentration of the pollutant at a specified point, 



Until this process is hetter under~tood, a practical and direct messuremen~ procedur 

must give us the most useful results in the short term, Measurements of pollutant 

concentrations under specified conditions are useful not only in themselves as 

a record of the ruling conditions produced by traffic chan~es, but also form a 

basic requirement for the synthetic approach to be made effective. 

The planning of transport facilities makes good use of models to forecast 

future conditions under different policy alternatives, as before and after studies 

of conditions on the ground are clearly impossilJle for most major .;chemeR. These 

models bring together a host of interacting pieces of infortT1ation, and ensure that 

the ded~ctions drawn from each forecast give &imilar weights to each of the factors 

represented in the model. No model can ever include all such factors, but any 

effective model should be able to keep many more factors in balance with more d~tA 

than the un£~ded judgement of those working on the problem. 

If adequate forecasting equations can be produced for different kerbside 

concentrations of noise and airborn~ pollutants then these equations can be used 

as part of the forecasting process to give a picture of the relative changes in 

each of these factors in addition to th~ traffic consequences of the forecast. 

This process is described in refere~ce 1. The variables used in forecastin~ modelR 

are necessarily less detailed than can be measured to explain detailed kerbside 

measurements. For example• the instantaneous speed of traffi.c flow ~an be measured 

at the same time as a noise measurement. but the forecasting process is usually 

restricted to the mean operating speed o~ vehicles over an average hour, The first 

type of speed variable is a good explanatory variable for noise levels 9 but the 

second is Less likely to be closely ~orrelated with noise peaks although an adequatE 

relationship can be obtai~ed in many cases. 

The objectives of this study were to obtain a set of detailed information 

on traffic flows, traffic composition, axle counts. noise levels, airborne pollutant 

pedestrian movements, and parking activity in several areRe of different character 

in the city of Coventry in order to examine ways of estimAtin~ environmentAl chan~e, 

due to traffic fumes. A traffic model of this city has been used at TRRI. and the 

results of our empirical work are displayed in later sections in terns of this 

travel model as an illustration of the potential use of such summarised environmenti 

data in transport planning, The beat documented stndy of this kind currently avai lnl 

is the Coventry enviromnental evaluation, which is described in detail in the 



Technical Report on the ~oventry Study,(4) This was an exerLise carried out jointly 

by the Department of the fnvironment and the Coventrv Transnortation Stuclv Groun, 

and the results of our work on the 18-hDur I.10 index of noise level are cnmnarecl 

with those published in the Report (4) for the situation modelled for 1967. 

The Coventry evaluation ~rocess was formecl mainly around the L10 index of 

noiffe level, and on visual intrusion and pedestriRn interference factors. Survey 

data fr·..,m the present work has r,iven us suitnble empiric."1 equationA for Lu,• 
L 50 and t 90 indices of noise level, and also provided a set of equations for Carbon 

Monoxide, Hydrocarhons, Nitrogen Oxides, and inorganic lead concentrations at 

kerbside sites. The measurements of noise levels were carried out for us by D 

G Harland of the Environment Division at TRRL, and the airhourne pollutants by 

D M Colwill of the same Division as a further stage of the{S) measurements nro~ramme 

of that Division. Further data for noise analy!is were obtained from Environment 

Division and the Freight Section at TRRL f~r comparison purposes. 

2, THE SURVEY nES!C,N 

Coventry is a large midland city, with a considerable de~endence on the motor indu~try 

The average income is high, and the car ownership levels have been ,unonP,Rt the 

highest per head in the UK for many years. The avera~e household income is hi~h. 

and the prevalance of industries with shift working has emohasised the drive 

to work usage. Factories and homes are intermingled over the whole of the city, 

and it is auoost axiomatic that if a person works on one sirle of the city he 

wi11 live on the other. 1wo major long distance roads pass close to the city: 

the M6 motorway and the A45, 

Sites were selected that would yield representative results for the city 

of Coventry of the urban characteristics being measured. Four local analysis 

areas were selected with such characteristics, and are sho"1tl in Fi~ure l. These 

areas were selected as being representative of the city of Coventry. A major 

and a minor site was chosen in each area, These sites were selected to isolate 

both the heavily and lightly used parts of each area. 

Araa one is a rlcasant residential area with good terrace housin~ and fair 

sized gardens. with~ sprinkling of semi-detached houses, Three grou~s of shops 

are scatteted throughout the area. Two of the shopping areas contain about ten 

shops The third group of twenty three shops are linearly located in Holyhead Road. 

This shopping centre has a parking lane located between it and the roadway spanninp, 

the full length of the centre. Close to the minor site WAR a relRtivelv larRe 

combined junior and infant Rchool. 
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The ma1n site in this area was on the Holyhead Road. This is the A4114 

running northwe'-t from Coventry. and the traffic consisted of the hesvier inter

city f~eight and passenger traffic, in addition to the traffic locally generated, 

Some of the pedestrian traffic generated by the lo~al school croRsed this roarl 

at a crossing a few hundred metres frnm the measurement site. A traffic warden 

interrupted traffic flow at this crossing for school children. ntherwise little 

use was made of this crossing. 

The minor site for area one was placed on Southbank Road, a direct link hetlo•ePr 

Holyhead Road and Butts Lane. Some traffic used it as an overflow route durin~ 

peak periods. 

Area two was located adjacent to a minor ring road, physically an elevated 

dual carriageway built to motorway dtandards. Mainly cerraced housing and fl. ts 

.ire lo rated in this area, the only e:>r.ceptions being a technical college and tli ree 

small shops. 

The Butts, the location of the main &ite, joins the minor ring ro11d, and 

carries heavy traffic with a high proportion of goods vehicles throu~hnut the 

day. A set of traffic lights were located several hundred metres from the measuremet 

site, interrupting the moveroent of traffic. 

The secondary site was ln Windsor Street, little choice beinr available 

in this area. 

The third area was semi-ino~strial, consisting of ooor o.uatity terrace 

housi~g and many small factories, Most of the shops were on Foleshill Road and 

generated kerbside parking artivity in the side roads. 

The single fair sized factory in the area provided off-street parkinP, for 

its et11ployees. The main measurement Rite w11s the A444 Foleahill Road which runs 

in a north-easterly direction. It is busy at all ~imea with a hi~h prnpnrtion 

of inter-regional. local freight and public transport vehicles. The t~affic flow 

is interrupted by many pedestrian lights on Foleshill ~oad. 

The minor site was on Victory Road, a quiet residential street close to 

the only substantial factory in the area, 
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~·ea four contains a variety of housin~ styles, ranging from terrnced to 

Jrcuched houses. all very ~ell maintained, to~erher with a lar~e number 0f shops. 

l'Y main site ...,.as on the A46 Walsgrave Road, runnin~ in an easterl:v direr.don. 

,:, .. uiJ mix of vehicles used this road with many different types of frei~!tt vehicles 

in addition to the public transport vehicles. Traffic li~hts disturbed the free 

flo"'' of tratfi.c. The measuremr.nt site "7as on a noticeable hill. Parkini.t wa~ not 

·,.~·rn1i.tt~d ,tong the walsgrave ~oad. 

The minor site was on Kin~sway, a Jirect and signposted link bett~een WalsRr:l"vl:! 

Road (M.6) and Binley Read :A4114), This road was lined with terrace houses and 

~ few ~hops, and carries both freight and private vehicles. Street ~arking is 

restricted, 

These sites were selected to ensure that measurement.!! were cbtainecl from 

sites with wide-ranging urban characteristics, QuiP.t urhan areas were repr~sented 

i,1 addition to heavily used main traffic arteries. The spread in cha~acteristics 

between the different sites ensured a good ran~e of environmental conditions. 

The. freight component of the ~raffic flow for the different sites varierl from 

nil to over h."Jlf and several sites cohlii be expected to produce only the norm11l 

noise, po!lution, pedestrians a,,d parking that occur as a background within a norr,al 

urban environment. Other sites highlight the noise, pollution, pedestrian and 

parking c0nditions created by hi~her concentrations of people and traffic activity. 

Traffic flow conditicns ranged from free flow to severly con~eRterl conditions. 

The average speed of the vehicles varied from a few km/hr to 45 km/hr. Road gradients 

range from zero to the maximum Rradient: to be found in the city, Physical characteris 

cics vary from open tree lined streets to dense terraced housing and street~ bounded 

only by shops. 

The objective of obtaininF, a broad spread of <lifferent types of area and 

levels of various traffic variables was well served by these sites. The va~iability 

of the levels of bot~ environmental measures and traffic flow parameters ensured 

th~t this survey woulo provide a good basiR for investi~atin~ the possihilitieR 

of generalisntion to other places. Much of the data was collecte~ only to pinpoint 

the general character of the area, and was not included for deeper analysis. 

Pedestriun data in oartic•1lar requires a very much deeper understanding and coverap.e 

than could reasonably be obtained with our limited resources. Similar comments 

apply to the data for parking activity. 
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3. DATA COLLErTF.D 

'iany di ff':rent types of data were collected, but not al 1 this infoma~ ion has been 

recorded in the tables at the back of this report, as much of the infomation is 

presented in pictorial forn. or is fully specified in the text. Some of the sets 

of data were collected with the sole purpose of obtaining 11 balanced picturr of 

the characteristics of the areas being studied so that they mi~ht be fairly deRcrlbed 

and categorised in qualitative terms. There P.i.e some gaps in the information whPre 

instrument failures occurred, but ample infon•11ti.on was ohtHined to fu1 fiJ the 

objectives of the survey. 

The traf:ic flows measured by the pnt1umatic c,, ,.teYl'I and vehicle colT'nosition 

counts a.re c.orn;,art:A in figures 3 and 4. The discrep,mcies are well wj thin acceptable 

limits and have a readily ; dcntHi,tble cause. Pneumatic counters are e,u,y to 

install and require little manpower to employ but cannot Ptovide accurate meAsurement 

of vehicle flows, which must be determined by aS&Wllif\.g a constAnt avera~e number 

of axles per vehicle. this can be correct only for a traffic flow with a constant 

,:omposi tion and in t:he presence of no anomak,t!8 pulses. In this survey two axles 

pe~ vehicle were assumed 'When calculating vehicle flows. 

Pneumatic counter me~suremente are generally hi~her than the total counts 

taken to ~et the vehicular composition of the flow. Lower counts occurred only 

during periods of congested traffic flow, when on many o.:casions several axles 

would pass over the tube simultaneously. 

Pedestrian activity was needed to get a quantitative impression ~f pedestrian 

volumes on pavements and road crossinga. Any precise deductions woulrl require 

considerably more detailed and extensive study. Additional details would then 

include accessibility of other modes of transport, parkin~ facilities, recreation 

and shopping facilities, geometric layout of the roads and pavements, and details, 

schools, to name but a few of the relevant variables. 

It was clear frot1 our data that pedestrian volumes are clo~ely linked to 

local .~eneration points such as shop{>in~ cent1es, schools, parks and 11i,eciAl croRsinJ,? 

The peak p.!dod of 11edestrian activity depends upon the nature of the heal generatir, 

point as schools differ from shopping centres and doctors su~geries in their characte 

tics, but the number of pedestrians almost invariably increases with the Rize 

of the generating point. 
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Pedestrian flow dLpended upon the distance Jf tne measurement site fro~ 

~1 ~~nerati~g point 1 and the size of concen~rat[nn of the fAcility. Pedest 

· .. i,n,~s "-'est: ;.11H!d by almost all of the people in ousv areas, hut the proportif'n 

n'. sch0ol children increased as the nctivity of the area decrea!ted. 

~:om~ dat~ on parking was collected to ~et a ~eneral idea of t~e nAtuni nf 

.~ dren. Kerbside parking appears to derend uron a nunher of facto1s, includin~ 

the rchtive affluence of the iirea, parking restriction!'!, t0cal generation factors 

anci olf-street oarking facilities. 

J.1 Trsffic flow axle ~ounts 

Fischer-Porter pr.eurrntic counters were installed at each m;,jor .<1.nd minor 

mcR&ure~ent site. The tu~es are positioned to minimise the ax!e counts lost hy 

coincidental and straddle pasiti'.ng of •,ehicles. Measurem~nts were ::aken continuous 

for the period Nove,mber 14 t,:, net:'ember 17 1973. and the axle count data are surnmar· 

in Fi~ure~ 2, 3 and 4, 

Fi~ld work was concluded shortly before Christmas. The last 2-3 weeks had 

been affected to some extent by widespread fuel shortages and the threat of ration: 

but traffic volu~es remained almost constant, as can be seen in Figs 2 to 4. 

The hourly results showed normal morn in~ and even in!? peaks at al 1 sitet1. The pneut: 

counter 'Tleasur,~ment and vehicle composition counts are com!)ared in Figs 3 anrl 4. 

Fig 2 confirms Tuesday(pm)-Wednesday(am) to be representative, The only distinct 

effect of fuel shortages appeared to be the loss of traffic activity at pub closin~ 

times in the ev~ning, 

).2 Comp~iti~of the traffic flow 

The composition of the traffic flow was oi,tained so as to use the ~oods vehic 

fracti~n as a variable in the noise enuations to be established, Noise and traffic 

flow c1,mpos on measurements were made at the same time, Air pollution relationst. 

were not expecLed to depend stron~ly ~n the composition 0£ the traf'tc flow and 

so the full set of axle count data was used without recourse to manual composition 

counts. It would perhaps have been worth picking out diesel powered vehicles if 

the manpower had been available for the ~ntire period• but as the forecastinR ~f 

the number of diesel vehicles has not yet been adequately achieved the data would 

have been of only very limited value for environmental imr,act forecastinr,. 
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Total vehicular flow was Jivided int~ five cate~ories; private motor cRr~ 

and sm:ill v.!u\s, light g.:>ods vehicles (L~V), heavy p,oods vehicles (HGV}• buses, (PSV 

and motorcyc1.es. ::'rivate vehicles were taken to be either used prindral ly for 

private domestic t>Urpose11., or less thnn 5 cwt unladen weight, or based ll'f'on ;i domei;, 

vehicle design, Vehicles clearly used for cOt'llfflercia.l purposes, e~ taxis and identi: 

cofll11ercial travellers vehicles wer,:, incl,1ded. Li~ht good9 vchicle9 were defined 

to be those vhose overall physical appearance was due to their ~nmrnercial appHcatic 

and which aad only four tyres. Sc~e such light goods vehicles had six small diamett 

tyres, and were included. rhe LGVs were genet"ally delivering freip.ht in ,,rhan 

dre&s b~t included ~urd Transit vans and ambulances. 

Heavy freight vehicles were taken to be purpose built and to have more than 

fot;.r tyres. An axle count was taken 011. Holyhead Road and revea.led an averap.e 

2.3 axles per vehicle. The <letails of this data are given in Tab,e 1. 

The "bus" C"1tegory included all vehicles that are used for the ll14f1S transport 

of people and included works, =~ter-city, and mini-buses. 

"Motor cycles" included all two and three wheeled vehicles, such as flcooters, 

mopeds and sidecar outfits. 

These categories required a minimum "~ personnel traj.nin~ at.J can be interpret 

easily. Sufficient data vaa collected to i.wo~igate the sensitivitv to this choice 

of categories. 

Vehicles travelling in different directions on the same road were not differen 

ated, but this information can be obtained from the CTSG 1967 Coventry aut'Vey 

report(4). 
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TARLE 1 

HEAVY FRF.IGHT VEHICLE - AXLE COUNT 

.4RF.A l, ~IN SITE, BOl.YHEAD ROAn, C:(Wr,N'r~y 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12• 1971 

~----r---i----r-----,---~--
TTM'E 

2 AXLES 3 AXLES 4 AXLES 5 AXLES .i\ ''F. RA r. !·: 
""l(\; fO 

! . 4 S - 8 • oo I 14 ! : I I l 2 • 11 
A . 00 - 8 15 ! 11 i 1 I ! I 2 • 2 3 
8 • 1. 5 - 6 0 30 18 ! 4 I 2 1· I 2 • '3 3 
8,JO - 8.45 ; 8 I 3 2 I 2.55 
8, 4: - 9 ,00 ! 10 1 8 I 2 I 2. 60 
9.00 - 9.15 : 17 '. 5 1 1 2.42 
9 • 1 s - 9 • 30 I 14 ! 4 2 2 • 40 
9.30 - 9.45 , 24 2 5 2.39 
9. '•S - 10. oo u I 4 3 ! 2. 35 

10.00 - 10.15 20 I 4 - 1 2.lb 
10, 15 - 10. 30 ! 24 I 6 I 2 , 2. 31 
10. 30 - 10. H 26 I '} I 2 I 2. 20 
10.4) - 11.00 19 1· 2 I - 2,10 
11.00 - 11.15 23 3 4 2.37 
11.1s - 11.30 1s 1 4 I 2.s2 
11. 31.) - 11. 4 5 12 . 3 - I I 2, 20 
11.45 - 12.00 20 2 - _i 2,09 

OVERALL AVERAGE: 2.325 ~xles/HCV 

3.3 fnvironmental data 

Noise levels were recorded over a twenty-four hour pedod from Tuesd,11y midda! 

to Wednesday midday at each of the eight sites. Instrument failures reduced the 

number of useful sites to six: four major. and two minor. The micronhories we-re 

placed as close as possible to the pneumatic counters of each site. 

Th#' noise level in decibels was re.corded every 4 seconds, aucl this continuom 

record was then reduced to Lnn• and TNI* value11 by t~,e F.nvironment Oivhinn at 

TRRI •• 

* The Lnn ndex is the ~oiae level in dBA exceeded only nn% of the time. 

* TNI • 4(L
10 

• L90) + t 90 - 30 where L10 , L0 ~ are the levelR ohtnined for noise 

sampling over a full 24 hour period • 

... 
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nitro~en dioxide and lead. Additional data collected included tPmperature, wind 

speed, ....,i.nd direction and deY points, !-feasurements of all variAh1es, except the 

lead po 1 lutan::s, were taken every ten minutes, .1nd subsequentl v rer!uced to hourly 

averages. Lead concentrations rould only be made on a daily basis 

Pollution rer~rdinr, instt"uments were placed at the kerbside as near a~ practicRhlP 

to the pneumat:~ counters. Measurements were made at each of the major sites for 

a complete week. 

Hour~/ vo1umes of pedestrians vere recorded where aopreciAhle activity 

occurred, Activities at any pedestrian crossing in the area w~re alsn recorde~. 

Parking activity was ~auged by recording houri,, regiRtratlon numbers of i,arked 

cars in the imnerliate vicinity. Any car regularly returnin~ to the immediRt~ 

area was noted, 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR NOISE l EVEl .f rn COVElllTRY 

In a previous survey(l) of poHution data it was sho,..n that roost of the e~u1'ti.ons 

deveJ:,ped to p1·edict noise levels can he exrreuect in the following form, 

Lnn •A+ Bp + C Log10 V + Dp log 10 (V) + F. log 10 Q + 

Fp log 10Q + b log 10 (L) + h lo~lO (1 + Jp) 

+ K (T) + M log 10 {W) • • • • • (1) 

wh6re p • percentage of heavy goods ~ehiclea 

V • average speed 

Q • Twr· vay vehich flo'lo' (vPhicle units pez, hour) 

L • distance in metres from road centre line 

T • Crr.mpton and Gilbert's Traffic Annual P1'ttern Index(l3). 

W • width of roadway in metres. 

A,B.c,o.E,F,G,11,J,M • constants to be detet'Jl'lined by fittin~ to data, 

Thie section describes the developroent of predictive noise relations for 

c,wentry it'. this form. The dependant variables all must be amon1,st t:1ose used 

in tranaportatfon planning if they are to be used for forecutinp, environmental 

disturb•~ce{l), and although the variables in equation (1) are all readily produced 

within ~1i~:ing planning u,dels, it would be desirable to limit the number of 
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+ i 
.f'. ., 

different functional forms of the predictive equations if this causes no great 

reduction in R
2

• Thia basic condition (required of equations for forecasting) 

precluded the investigation of other variables that mi.ght be inclt -:leu with a study 

of traffic noiae, in paTticular those defining the characteri~tics of each site 

in more detail. Our objecth,e it to establish airaple empirical noise relations 

for predictive purposes• al though further co11111ents on site chara<!teristics are 

included in discussion of the results. 

Future forecasts o,f speed in Transport Planning models often depend on 

relationships of the form 

V•a-bQ • • • • • (2) 

where Vis the speed in m.p.h, or k,p,h. 

Q vehicle volume in passenger car units 

a and bare constant for any given link, and dP.termine the conp.estion 

and capacity characteristics of that link. 

S~eed forecasts are therefore of the space-mean speed, and the necessary 

data collection was too extensive to be included in this survey. Relations in 

the form of equation (2) were available from the Coventry Transport Study group, 

and sp.ed dependent noise relation& were studied using speeds defined in this way. 

This definition of spe,•d caused two probloms: the separate flows in each 

direction had not been recorded, and an average conver~ion factor to passenger 

car units equivalent had to be used. The split between the two directions of 

flow was taken from the Coventry Trenaport atudy(4), and the average equivalent 

pasaenger car unit ueed vas calculated from:• 

Passenger car• 1 p.c.u. 

Light freight vehicles• 1 p.c.u. 

Heavy freight vehicles• 2 p.c.u. 

Bus• 3 p.c.u. 

Motor cycle • 1 p.c.n. 

where p.c.u. • passenger car unit. 

These values were then applied to the different vehicle tyres. 

Many of the current noise level equations using speed as a dependent variable 

aHum(a free flowing traffic conditions, i.e. the trAffic conditions allow individual 

car; to travel at constant speed. This is not always true in urban areas, where 

12 



the conditions vary from free flow to acute congestion. The definition of "ape• 

in congeaud conditions ia not easy to reconcile between the measurements on th, 

ground and the "speed" forecast by transport planning methods: few emni ri.cal no: 

equations really cater f.or congeeted conditions in any case. 

4.l Flow dependent noise relations 
Imperial College(4) estimated a relation of the follnwing form in a Rtudy 

of one hundred and ninety two sites 

Lnn •A+ B log 10 (Q (1 + Cp)) ••••• (3) 

where Q and Pare as defined previously and A, B, and Care constants. 

The Imperial College values(4) were:

A • 44.4 

B • 10.23 

c • o.o9 

The quantity Cp is effectively a noise equivalent unit for fTeip.ht vehjclf. 

in terms of passenger car equivalents. 

Bquation (3) can be expressed in the form:

Lnn •A+ B log 10 Q + D log 10 (1 + Cp) • • • • • (4) 

The omission of the velocity term dces not imply that the effect of Rpeed 

has been ignored in this type of relation• as vehicle 11peed ie usually dependent 

upon vehicle flow, so that the value of the vehicle speed is implicitly included 

in equatinna (3) and (4), Thia point is taken up later in more detail. 
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TABLE 2 

NOISE RELATIONS FOR BUTTS ROAl'l SITE 

Noise Multiple correlation Residual Standard 
Index A B coefficieJtt Standard error of 

error B 

LlO 55.23 I 5.6 o. ,2 0.12 o.s 

L50 37 .o 9.4 I 0.92 
I 

O.lA o. 7 

L90 6.9 ! 16.5 0.98 0.30 1.3 
/ 

TNI 120.1 ' i -27.2 I 0.96 o. 72 3.n 
; I 

Relation (3) Lnn •A+ B Log10 Q(l + o.09p) dBA 

I 
Noioe I Multiple correlation Residual StandA1"d Standard 
Index A I B D I coefficient Standard error of , error of 

I I I error B D 
I I 

I i 
I 

I l LlO 56.11 5.3 4.17 o.97 n.12 0.12 2.65 

-
L.50 

l 40.8 8.6 5.4 o.98 0.2 1.1 3.9 
I 

I 

L90 16.4114.5 6.4 0,98 0.3 1.6 5.7 

TNI l 147.2122.4 -2.9 n.47 o.6 3.7 13.6 
I 

Relation (4): Lnn •A+ B LoglO q + D Log (1 + o.o9p) dBA 

Equations (3) and (4) were obtained by Rtandard multiple regreaaion rrop,rams 

using the data obtained in the aurv,.y to estimate the beat st~tistical relAtinnshi~a 

for L10, t 50 L90 and TNI. The value of 0,09 for C estimated by tmperial Coller,e(4) 

was adopted initially; during each regression analysis the values of A, B, D 

were aatimated, and then sensitivity tests were carried out on the value of r.. 
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Our results suggest that motorcycles produce a spectrum of noise levels very 

similar to that generated by freight vehicles. This h)'l)othesis was teated by 

conducting separate analysis including and omittinP, IIIQtorcyclea from the categoey -d 

of freight vehicle• when calculating the value of p from the data, iJ;I 

:~~::;:~:~:1~:::~I~:~~~::~~:;~:1~~:;f i:;§:~~:;:hi~:;;i:::~~I 
of equations (3) and (4) to separated Rites would be expected to produce dhsfm1,i:a.T- ·---?,,,,& 

.. ·.-.::(}(% 

values for A, and similar values for Band D. 

Equations (3) and (4) were estimated for ea.:h site usinF! the availnhlP. 

data for each individual site. Few of the results for individulll sitP.S appeared 

to be reasonable, and only when considererl collectively could any real conclusions 

be drawn, as the sr .11 amount of data made any further detailed investigatinns 

impossible. 

,.; 

.. -~iji~~ 
···,:\i~-1 

These initial fits showed that varying the definition~ to include or omit 

motorcycles had little effect in the multiple cort'elat fon coefficient, hut ais:ttii ficantl: 

altered the values of both the equation coefficients and their Rt~ndard errors. 

A result was obtained for the ain~le site on the Butts Road that ap.reed closely 

with other results obtained later, with a larger set of data (see tahle 2). 

At this site the mix of traffic usinP. the roadway was relatively con~istent at 

all times. 

The next stage was to agstre~ate in the followinP. wavR: 

- all main site data 

- all data (main and subsidiary sites) 

- all main site data, with dummy variables for each site 

- all data with dummy variables for each bite. 

The key results obtained using these sets of data are ~iven in tAhleP 1 and 

4. Multiple correlation coefficients improved for all valueR of Lnn and the 

TNI as the amount of data was increased. Similar improvements occurred when dummy 

variables were added. Inclusion or onnission of the motorcycles from the freight 

vehicle category had little effect on the statistical result111. There are two 

reasons for this: (1) only about 3X of the traffic flnw wae of motorcycles 

(2) of this stu.l!ll percentage at least half were qubt machines. Thh wnulct sumtest. 

that it is better to exclude this type of vehicle from the freistht (or a~Pcially 

noisy) vehicle category. 
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When dUIIIIIY variables were added the statistical quality of the results of 

equations (3) and (4) was improved, principal ty due to the ability to attrihute 

to each site an appropriate constant to iron out site-dependent factors, Correlations 

~etween individual dummy coefficients were high• due to the exclusion of the 

variables at the individual site• and thus the shift of emphasis t~ the differential 

constant (the dummy) to aggregate the effect of individual sites. Relatively 

high correlations were obtained between the flow dependent variable and the 

dummy coefficients, suggesting that a factor dependent on the flow at each site 

would be worth considering. 

Volume d~pendent site factors could not be investi~ated as our data was too 

limited. The high values of R2 (multiple correlation coefficient) o~tained su~gest 

that such factors would &dd little for individual site8 or to the p.edictive 

capacity of such equations. This type of relation will hC1Wever be used for differen

tial predictions on individual sites. Our analysis su~~ests that site dependent 

factors amount to about 5% of the noise levels; consequently volume de~endent 

site -specific factors, eg effects of dissipation and reflecti.on of vehicular 

noise caused by buildings, ve~etation etc. could be si~nificant, and are worth 

pursuing in further work on thb subject. 

When all the Coventry data was used• and dummy variables added there WAS 

little statistical difference between equations (3) and (4). Equation (3) is 

sli~htly better on practical grounds and its form is suggesterl for the nrediction 

of noise levels. Figure 11 shows t 10 forecasts for equation for~s (3) and (4) 

for P values of 10% and 20%. Fits to equations (3) and (4) produce ap~roximately 

the same values for B. 

For each site the statistical quality of the fitted equations for t 50 
and t 90 was better than that for t 10 • The t 10 index is based on a small sample 

of the traffic (being the level exceeded for 10% of the period). and i~ made up 

to a greater extent by a typical occurrence. The fit to the equations for TNI 

improved as the volume of data increased and dummy variahles were introclucecl, 

but the best fits to TNI data implied hi~h stftndard errors tor the coeff;cients, 

nnd could not be readily interpreted. The results we ~htained for th~ TNT index 

were inadequate for use in the predictive manner implied by the fittP.d e,11111tions. 

In this work TNI was determined from hourly t 10 and t 90 values to get a more usable 

measure than that based on 24 hour measures which would not be easy to apply to 

general transport planning models. 
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The site indices obtained when using dummy variables in the equations for 

the CoventT}' site is given in column Ai of table 3. The general trend of these 

indices is reasonable• althou~h some of the individual values cannot easily he 

explained. 

·rABLE 3 

NOISE RELATIONS OBTAINED FOR ALL MAIN SITF.S (DATA COMRlt-,F.n) 

Equation 4: Lnn •A+ R log 10 Q + D1og10 (1 + o.n9 n) dRA 

1 : ! 
Lnn A B I D Multiple correlation Residual Standarrl I Standard 

10 

50 

90 

TNI 

I coefficient 
I 

' I ' 

I I 

53.4 I 3.4 
' 

20.2 n.s1 
I ; 
I l 

34.4 I 10.4 ' 7.9 o.ss 
' 

I -12.4 22.7 13.6 o.44 

40.5 ... 4 1-54 .4 o.89 

Equation 3: Lnn •A+ B log 10 Q(l + 0.09 p) dBA 

Lnn A 

10 56.6 

50 34.7 
I 
I I 90 -11.4 I 

TNI I 230.4 

B I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

10.1 . 

:a.s 

-42.4 

Multirle correlation 
coeffir...&.ent 

0.43 

o.ss 

0.91 

o.57 

17 

~ 
; 
I 

-, 

' 
I 

standard 
error 

1.0 

l 0. 7 

1.1 

4.4 

Pesidual 
Standard 
error 

1.s 

0.10 

1.2 

7.7 

e:·ror of 
B 

1.4 

' l 1.0 I 
I 1.6 

6.4 

StandaTd 
error of 
B 

2.68 

1.0 

1. 7 

10.R 

' 
I error of 
I 

D I 

1 
I 

I 2.7 

l 

! 1.9 . . 
l 

! 2.9 
; 

I 

i 
12.1 



NOISE RELATIONS OBl'AlNED FOR ALL SITES COVE~TRY 

Equation 4: Lnn a A+ B loglO Q + DloglO (1 + 0.09 p) dBA 
. 

I Lnn A B D Multiple correlation Residual 
coefficient standard 

error 

10 55.1 5.0 15.3 0.95 1.3 

50 32.2 11.3 6.5 0.98 l.L. 

90 28,4 11,0 l. l o.95 1.9 

TNI 105,5 -13.1 58.3 0,52 7.5 

Equation 3: Lnn •A+ 'R log 10 Q (l + 0.09 p) dRA 

Lnn A B I Multiple correlation Residual I 
coefficient StandRrd · 

error 

~o 52.5 6.7 o.94 1.4 
i 

so 33.4 l 10.5 0.98 1.4 .! 
' 
I 

90 30.9 j 9.3 0,94 2.0 i 

TNI -o.9 8.6 0,06 8,6 i 
I 

18 

I 

Standard I Standar 
error of error r 
'R 

I D 
I 
I 

o.6 2.5 

o.6 2.6 

(). q 3.7 

3,4 14.2 

' 

~tandard 
errnr of 
R 

n.3 

0,3 

0,5 

2.1 
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TABLE 3 (Cont) 

NOISE RELATIONS OBTAINF.D FOR ALL MAIN SITES USING DUMt{Y VARIABLES 
(DATA COMBINED) 

Relation 3 Lnn •A+ Ai+ B Log10 Q + Dlo~lO (1 + 0.09p) dBA 

i • 1 for Holyhead Road 

- ~ ' ' 
Lnn ! A ! 

Al A2 i ; 
i 
I i i 

I l I 
l l I 

I 49.5 
I 

1-1.3 10 :-o.5 
I 
I 

. I 

50 39.5 , -0.9 
i 
i-0.l 

! I 

90 ! 10.2 
1 -2.4 0.1 . 
' 

; 

I 

TNI :138.9 1.7 -9.3 
i 

' 
Al 

I 
0 I 

I 

I 
! 
i 0 
i 
I 
I 0 I 
-3.6 

i • 2 for Butts Road 
i • 3 for Foleshill Road 
i • 4 for Walsgrave Road 

II' 

A4 B D Multiple correlation 
coefficient 

1.0 6.S 18.9 0.92 

1.0 9.1 S.3 0.97 

0.2 15.6 4.7 o.97 

0 •23.1 62.6 n.93 

Residual Standard Standard 
Standard error of error of 
error B D 

I ; 

! 
I o. 7 2.0 3.S I 
I 

i 
I 
I o.4 1.1 1.9 

o. 7 2.1 3.6 

! 
i 3.R 10.8 I 19.() i I i 
I l i 



N .... 

Lnn 

10 

50 

90 

TNI 

A 

52.8 

37.4 

36.3 

' 

71 

TABLE 3 

NOISE RELATIONS OBTAINED FRO~ ALL CO\P'F.NTRY SITES USING DUMMY VARIARLES (DATA CQf,fBINEO) 

Relation 3 Lnn •A+ Ai+ BLoglO Q + DLog10 (1 + 0.09 p) dBA 

i • 1 for Holyhead Road i • 4 for Walsgrave Road 
i • 2 for Butts Road i • S for Southbank Road 
i • 3 for Foleshill Road i • 6 for Windsor St. 

Al Al A3 A4 I AS A6 ! B I D Multiple correlation: Residual Standli!rd lStandard i 
I coefficient l standard error of j;rror of 

I 

B 'error 
i I 

I i 

0.21 ! I I 
-1.3 

I 

9.8 0.97 1.1 I 1.2 i 3.2 -o.6 1.1 1.2 l 0 6.3 I 

-1. l · -0.6 0.1 o.a -4 I o j 10.2 I 1.5 o.99 0.1 o.8 I 2.1 
! ' i ' 

I . I I I I i 
-2.2 : 2.2 ! 1.9 ; 1 I -3.8 I o I 8.8 4.6 o.99 l.O 1.1 ! 2.9 

I ! I I I I ' I l 

I ! I I I 

5.9 10.s. o 3.1 · 13 · 2.4 I -1.0 I 53.2 I n.so I 5.5 5.8 I 15.6 
I ' i 

' i I : 



N 
N 

TABLE 3 (Cont) 

NOISE RELAno,s ()BTAINED FROM ALL COVENTRY SITF.S USING DlP..-!J,IY VARIA.ALES (DATA C')"IB!Nf!)) 

Relation 2 Ln • A +Ai+ DLog10 Q(l + n.09 p) dM 

i • 1 for Holyhead Road i - 4 for Walsgrave RoA<l 
i - 2 for Butts Road i - 5 for ~outhbank Road 
i • 3 for FoleRhill Road i - 6 for Windsor St. 

' ' I ' ' ' l T 

Lnn I A Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 i ~ I Multiple corrP.lation Residual 
I 

I 
: 

' I "'efficient standard 

I ! 

! 
error 

~ 
I 
I 

I 
-o.3 -1.1 1. 7 ' 1.5 0 o.J j6.7 

I 

o.97 1.1 i 
j 

' I ' ' j I i i 
I I l 

50 37 .o -0.4 0.3 I 0 1.4 l-2.s 1.2 ,9.3 I 
0.99 0.9 

I ! I i 
i 

I I I I I ; 
I l-3.3 

i 
90 37.2 -2.7 : 2.0 0 o.3 0.1 :1.s 0.98 I 1.2 

TNI 75.o 0.2 17.1 0 -1.9 3.o ;-s.1 4.4 o. 75 6.0 

' 
Standard 
error of 
B 

1.1 

0.9 
I 

1.2 

6.2 



N 
w 

Lnn 

10 

so 

90 

TNI 

I 

I 

I 
I 

! 

I 
I 

I 
' . 
I 

; 

I 

'l'ABLE 4 

NOISE RELATIONS OBTAINED FROM ALL COVENTRY SITES USING ntJMMY VARIABLES (DATA COMBISFD) 

Relation Lnn •A+ Ai+ BloglO 0(1 + 0.02 p) dBA 

' • • 
A Al A2 I Al A4 I i 

I I I i I 
I ! l 
I 

-o.671 
1 

2.6 1.9 54.0 I 0.01 ! 
i ! 

I I 

36.6 !-0.96 i o.491 o o.ee 
I I 
I ' I 

JS.l 1-3.1 1.3 I 0 -o.os 
I 

f 1 

l 
40.2 0 : -16 • 1 1-0 . 69 -1. 7 

• i 

, 
I 

i a 1 for Holyhead Road 
i • 2 for Butts Road 
i • 3 for Foleshitl ~oad 
i • 4 for Walsgrave Road 
i • 5 for Southbank Road 
i • 6 for Windsor St. 

AS A6 B l Multi~le correlation 
coefficient 

i 
t 

-o.7 lo 6.5 o.96 
! 

i 
-3.4 1-0.47 10.3 o.99 

I 
' 
! 

-3.3 ; o.n2 8.8 o.98 
I 

-2.5 :-o. 7 
j 

l-0.22 o.74 
i 

Residual 
standard 
error 

1.2 

n. 7 

1.1 

6.1 

Standard 
error of 
B 

1.3 

l o.a 
. 

1.2 

0.03 

-



The duus:y variable coeffici~nts estim~ceJ for t 10 ar~ reasonablv strRi~htfor,..,ard 

to ex~lain: aT.ea I is a relatively open area and has a small dummy variable 

coefficient, the ring road produced a slightly higher or value for area It. the 

hou9in~ den,ity and traffic lights CAuse a yet higher value for area III, and 

the road gradient and slope produce the largest value in area IV. These results 

show that the form of equation (3) - oo~sibly expanded to allow for individual 

site characteristics - is satisfactory for predictin~ noise calculations in and 

for Coventry. Ihe data does not bear any closer examin~tion of the site factors 

to allow for volume dependance. 

Some tests were made on the coefficient of the value of o. The equatioL 

assumed initially was: 

Lnn •A+ B log 10 Q(l + Cp) 

where C • 0,09 
• • • • • ( 5) 

With all trials sensitivity tests were conducted about this value of 0,09 for 

the range 0.09 ~ c ~ o.2 and in some cases 0,009 ~ c ~ 0,2. Some variations 

in the value of the coefficients was found, but little change in the multiple 

correlation coefficienu. The Vl'lue of the 1111ltiple correlation coefficient altered 

by as little as 0.1% i·.i most cases. These variati.ons were more marked for values 

of c greater than o.o~·. The effect of variations in this coefficient upon t 10 
values ia shown in Figure 12. 

For further study of C equation (3) was converted to a natural lo~arithmic 

d 
. 1 

base and expan ed, assuming p <-,to 
C 

0.434 2 2 L •A+ o.434B log (Q) + o.4348 Cp - --,,:-,- BC ~ ••••• (6) 
nn e ~ 

Alte,:-natively this may be expressed as 

(L - A - 0,434B l?g Q) • 0.434B Cp -
0

•4
2
34 B c2p2 

nn e t I I o I (7) 

Typical values of A and B were selected from previous fits to equ~tions of 

form (3) and were ~uhstituted in equRtions (6) and (7). F.~uationA 6 and 7 w~re 

then fitted to the data to determine a value for c. The results of these reP.re11sions 

are shown in table 5. The results are not conclusive because the valu~ obtained 

for c2 ia not the negative of the square of the value obtained for C althou~h 
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the values were highly correlated. The individual s~andard errors cannnt support 

the hypothesis that c
2 .,. (c)

2• The value of C., 0.02 was deduced for relations 

5 and 6. This value for C w&s used for eocne further fits to the data for:-

- main sites using equations (3) and (4). 

- All sitP.a using equations (3) and (4) includinr, duromy variable~ n obtafo site 

cha rac t~ r'is ti ts. 

The quality of f :.l improved when all the data WH co-.nhined and dummy variah les 

used. These result, dre presented- in table S, 

lt is clear that more data iR required from different sources if the vnlue 

of C is to be precisely estim1tted. As the Imperial Collep,e study(l) was based 

on data from over 190 sites, there is little evidence to sunnort the use- of any 

other value of C than c.o9 although there is ample t~ justify the inclusion of 

site factors to alter equation (3) to the form. 

Lnn •A+ A.+ Blog Q (l + Cp) 
l 

4,2 P.loW'"'and speed-dependent relati9ns 

Flow- and speed•dependent equations were estimated from the general form 

of equation (9) in which the road width (W) and Crompton and Gilbert index (T), 

have bees ignored: 

LIU\• A+ Bp + C loglO (V) + Dp lo~lO (V) + E lo~lO 0 

+ Fp 1og10 Q + H log 10 (1 + Jp) ••••• (8) 

For e4ch rnad link of the 1967 Coventry network the space mean a~eed was dete1mined 

from equation (2) 1 this speed was then averaged over both directions for the site. 

some of these values had to be adjusted, Table 6 contains the results of these 

regreHions. For equations of the Nelson(ll) form the vlllues of H and .T were 

consistent with ours which reduc--s equation (8) to:-

L
00 

• A + Bp + Clog
10 

(V) + Dp log 10 (Vj 

+ E log 10 Q + Pp log 10 Q • • • • • (9) 

Por equations of the Delanay(l2) type the values of D, F, H and .J were set to 

zero to Rive: 

• • • • • (10) 
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- large variations of the coefficient from those obtained ln other ·a,t·udl~M: 
whilst the coefficienu obtained in these other studies wer.e ,a'bl :in falt< · 
Jg:r.eement amongst themaelvee • 

. · :i:fi~Jf:&i•t,andard errors for the coefficients. 

- :Large variations between the values of the coefficienes for individual 

trial r.egreuions. 
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TABtE,-5-f 
.. -·· ·? "·i", 

EqwrtWn :: :~n·_AA•_:~:::~~:Q~:::iiiiii!~~3n2 

VALUES OF A & B SELECTED 

Trial No. I Value of A I Value of B _, ________ ,... _________ +----------
l 55 6 

2 so 6.5 

9 

. J ·r~:·-~~:-~-:~; ·,: .. :;:~·~:~;~;;:.::~:-~,~c .. ~;·-r· --

27 

,.·,,,,,·, .. 



. ·:·. ·: ':'···-:·-. :.,.'.' .. ~' . :,. ';~ .. .·, :·: .. ··~:.~:,,~\~ .. 

TABLE 

Equation (4): no dUJ'lllly variables applied ... 
~ ·,:,,.' -

. ~"_~: ... 

L Regression Coefficient of 'C' 'C2, Residual Multiple Value of V.al11~pf nn constant (0,4 34B log) standard correlation A B e 
coefficient error 

~ 

L10 55 0,95 0.04 0.001 1.21 o.96 ss 6 
L50 32 1.88 0,08 -0,003 1.39 0,98 55 6. 

~2 
28 1,88 -0,05 o.oos 1.94 o.95 55 f'\ 105 1.87 0,315 0,013 7.4 o.54 55 

LlO 55 0.95 0,05 0,007 1.21 0,96 40 
L50 32 1.88 0,08 0.003 1.39 0,96 4tL' 

~,._--

i22 
28 1,88 -o.os o.oos 1,94 o.95 f~'·::s ;?, 

\:. 105 -1.85 0,315 0,013 3,41 o.54 

N 
Equation 4: 00 dwmny variables applied 

Regression 'C' •c2, i 

Residual f.fulti,ple L Coefficient of nn const~mt (0,434B log) standard cor,relation c· 
,,,. e coetficien:t error 

L 51 1.16 0.02 0,007 1,J )~i s~ 6 
Ll-0 36 1. 76 -o.os 0,008 0,7 55 5 
L 50 36 1.5 -0,09 0,0007, 1.0 :s:s '() 

tNfl 70 0.2 0.38 0.01 5.4 55. 6 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 

aprlied 

Residual Multiple 
atandud co?"relation 
error coefficient 

-5.6 o.79 

.. ,,. 

Value of Value of 
A 'R 

55 6 

9 
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TABLE 6 

Speed Dependent Nois'" 'Rel:1tinns 

l p 
I 

Coefficients ' of:-

L Constant 
I I 

1'esidual '1-!ul tip le nn Term p I Loglo V p.Log 10v LoglOQ p.Lo~10" LoglO (1 + o.02~) standard correlation 

I error coefficient 

1 10 37.8 119 9.o - 3.4 7.3 -0.017 NI 0.9 0.97 
L 45.2 25 J -8.9 0.07 11. 3 -0.011 NI 1.2 0.98 
-150 62.5 - 53. 7i -16.o 1.7 6.2 0.025 NI 1.6 0.96 
T~ -65.8 638.61 83.7 -18.9 10.5 -0.!5 NI 5.3 o.79 

110 62.4 31.o! - ~.o NI 4.6 NI NJ 1.1 o.96 
150 46.6 12.a - 7.3 NI 9.8 NI NI 1.3 0.98 

~ 48.3 3.5 .-10. 1 NI 9.0 NI NI 1.7 o.95 
75.2 114.41 15.9 NI -8.7 NI NI 7 .o o.57 

w 
1 10 62.4 4.o 4.6 1.1 o.96 :> NI - NI NI 1580 
L50 46.6 NI - 7.3 NI 9.8 NI 148() 1.3 o.98 

iM2 48.4 NI -10.1 NI 9.0 NI 403 1.7 o.95 
75.2 NI •;15.9 NI -8.7 NI 13200 7 .o o.57 

.. :· ::,··1·': .. 

LlO 54.6 W.:J: ,- ~l NI S.4 NI 3640 1.2 o.95 
L50 32.4 ,NI ·N':t NI 11.3 NI 1540 1.3 o.97 

i32 
27.4 

-'.llr1/:::::.· .. _.;i;f i,~--. 
NI 11.2 NI 561 1.9 o.44 

106.3 NI -11.9 Ni 12970 1.n o.56 

LlO 37.8 ~il: 
"~"f;;":'t~' 

7.3 -0.02 0.89 o.97 - 3.4 0 

L50 45.0 0.04 11.3 -0.02 45011 1.18 6.98 
L 62.5 1. 72 6.2 0.02 0 1.6 0.96 
Tf2 --65.8 18.9 10.s -0.15 n 5.3 o.79 

~:::-.:>'/~ 

*NI; Not itu:luded in this t· 
Pas1¢nt,f ~,f equivalents u; "v :. ed calculations: 

Priv~te ~!f • 1, Light goods ·.~:},:f./~otorr.ycles • 1 



:$·~ DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL EQUATIOM FOR NOISE LEVELS ELSF,WHERE 

S.1 !:.lo :~1.iati;~n·ships developed using data from both Alton and ·c~v.e~tl'% 

In order to check on the degree of generality of the equations;. deveilo~ed· 

from our 1973 Coventry data, it was cooabi~ed with data from the tO'tl\ of Alt(?ni{Z[)i(B}')

as part of a before and after survey of the opening of an Alton by-.pass. Eq.u~.~i[qJtQ:; 

(3) and (4) for the L10 noise level were fitted for the followin~ cases ,fl&! ·t1r~~~Q~,i~ 
described in section 4.1: ,){: 

·:,\::. 
- individual relations estimated for the Alton sites 

- all Alton and Coventry data combined 

- all Alton and Coventry data combined and inctua ... ,~ facilities for site 

variations (dUlllllly variables). 

Some regression• were al10 carried out on data for some individual sites 

in Alton. The main results of the1e trial regressions are presented in tables 

7 and 8, and show a pattern of results very similar to L~~t presented in section 

4.1 solely for Coventry data in that; 

- individual site results did not ~roduce good or consistent results, 

although for this extended data set they were better than those for 

for the individual Coventry sites (more site observations) 

- the inclusion or exclu3ion of motorcycles when detel"fflining p did not 

alter the results 

- the results were not sensitive to the coefficient of p 

there were little statistical difference in using equation (1) or (4). 

It is not possible to compare the noise level charActeristics of individual 

sites, but the background levels in Alton were certainly reduced hetweer. 1971 

and 1972, perhaps •s a result of the openin~ of the Alton by-pass. 

The trial regressions confirmed that the form of equation (3) 1ives a uueful 

predictive relation for noise levels, and is improved by the inclusinn of R term 

to account for site-to-site variations. The addition of the substantiai hody 

of data from Alton serves only to confirm the analysis of 4.1. 

5.2 !:.io relation1hips developed using data from Alton, Coventt')' 1Camberlev 1 
Newbuiy and Putney 

Data for L
10 

noise values, vehicle flows and com11ositions for Camberley. 

Newbury and Putney were combined with that of Alton and Coventry and the process 

outlined in section 5.1 repeated. 
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TABLE 7 

NOISE RELATION OBTAINED FOP ALL COVENT~V Am) ALTO~ nATA 

Relation Lnn •A+ Ai+ HLog10 0 (1 + 0.09 p) dBA 

i • l for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

f 
• 

A2 A3 B I Multiple correlation Ruid~al 
coefficient standard 1 

I error ; 

I ! . 
! ' . 

6.2 4.8 7.2 0.87 4.3 
' I ! i 

Standard 
error of 
B 

0.2 

Relation Lnn •A+ Ai+ BLog10 Q + DLo~lO (1 + 0.09 p) dBA 

i • 1 for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

! 
J J 1 

Lnn A Al A2 A3 B n Multiple correlation Residual I Standard 
I i coefficient standard of 

I 
error 

i 

B I error 
I : 

! 

43 la.3 
l 

4.8 7.1 8.2 ; o.87 4.4 0.3 Lio I i 6.2 I 

! ! 1 

St#!ndard 
error of 
n 

1.6 
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TABLF. 8 

SENSITIVITY OF THE COEFFICIENT OF 'p' 

Relatiou Lnn •A+ Ai+ B Log10 Q (1 + Cp) dBA 

i • 1 for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

' ' C Lnn A Al . A A3 ! 8 Multiple correlation Residual Standar.d 
2 i coefficient standard error of 

I 
! error B I 

i 
' 

0.09 LlO 43 8.2 6.2 4.8 l 7.2 o.87 4.3 0.2 
0.2 LlO 44 7.6 s.s 4.2 i 6.7 0.87 4.3 o.i 
0.009 LlO 42 9.2 7.5 5.7 ! 7.6 o.86 4.5 o.3 

I .. 
...... ,,. . ........ ··-

w 
w 

Relation Lnn • A + Ai + BLog10 G + D 1.og10 (1 + Cy,) dBA 

i • 1 for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

C I Lnn I A ! Al IA2 I A3 
B D Multiple correlation Residual I Standard Standard 

I 

coefficient stand11rd error of error of 
I I i error R D ' 

0.09 LlO 43 , 8.3 6.2 1 4.8 1.1 1 8.1 I o.87 I 4.4 0.29 ' 1.6 

I I 0.2 . LlO 44 7.6 5.4 I 4.2 1 6.7 
1 

6.8 o.a1 4.3 o.3 1.1 
o,ro9 LlO 43 18.S 6.3 4.9 7.2 ;40.6 l o.87 4.4 o.3 8.1 



TABLE 9 

(1) SITES IR ALTON, COVENTRY• NIVBURY, CAMBERLEY AND PUTBY 

Relation t 10 •A+ Ai+ BLo110 Q (1 + 0.09 p) dBA 

i • 1 for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

A Al "2 A3 A4 AS 

I 

s1.2 0 -2.1 -l.4 • 2.5 -1.6 
62.3 S.l 0 -1.2 -21.s o.6 

J • 1; motorcycles excluded for 'p' 
J • 2; motorcycles included for 'p' 

Relation LlO •A+ Ai+ 1Lo110 Q (1 + c.p) dBA 

i • 1 for Coventry 1973 
i • 2 for Alton 1971 
i • 3 for Alton 1972 

A6 B 

2.0 7.2 
7.o 24.3 

i • 4 for Newbury 
i • 5 for Camberley 
i • 6 for Putney 

Multiple correlat_lon 
coefficient 

0.87 
o.ss 

i • 4 for N~~r-Y 
i • S for C•li•fley 
i • 6 for Putney 

Residual Standard i 
standard error of 
error I 

4.3 0.2 1 
7.1 2.3 2 

C A Al A2 Al A4 AS A6 B Multiple correlation Residual Standard 
coefficient standatrd error of 

error B 

0.009 Sl.3 0 -1.8 -3.4 -2.0 -o.s 3.0 7.7 o.86 4.4 o.3 

0.002 so.2 1.0 -o.9 -2.5 -1.1 0 3.8 7.6 o.87 4.4 o.J 

i 

.. ""·''·' 

' 2 
. . : ...... ·,-.,• . . ,,,, .. , .. ,, ,., 

~\ 
' ·-·~ .. 

. , :-··.,.1::, 



A value of C of 0.09 gave better results when motorcycles were included in 

p with the heavy vehicles. Very similar results were obtained with C equal to 

0.02, suggestiug that the weighting(C) of heavy vehicles was too hiRh initially. 

The values of A and B obtained for this set of 31 sites wera similar to those 

obtained earlier and results for individual a{tes in Coventry are listed in table 

11. As the value of Ai for the Coventry data was zero, the heat overall equation 

gave coefficient values which did not significantly vary from the values obtain•d 

from the Cov~ntry data alone. Significantly, the value of A obtained ~a" approximate 

the same as that deducP.d solely froffl Coventry data, and th• rankinP, of the A. 
1 

values were consistent both with this and other w~Tk and with the levels of traffic 

flow and its composition at a purely qualitative level even for the very different 

conditions covered by the different sources of data. 

We have now shown that an equation of the fonn:

L •A+ A.~ Blog (1 + Cp) 
nn 1 

is adequate to cover the conditions at the 31 sites considered in this renort, 

and due to their widely differing character this equation may be used as a general 

relation for L10 rrediction in an urban environment. The dummy variahles Ai 

give a ~ood lead in to the construction of a Noise Locality Index to adjust 

a more general background noise level (ie A) to local conditions. 

Any further work of this kind will certainly need a ti,thter definition 

of "p". pis not the percentage of heavy freight vehicles, but the percenta,te -of high noise producing vehicles. It is likely that all two wheeled ~owered vehicles 

should be included in this category leaving three wheeled vehicles in with private 

vehicles. 

A more consistently applied definition of "p" will make possible the determinatic 

of a firm value for c. From the work reported here C is clearly of thP. order 

of 0.02 to 0.09 but the precise value depends upon an exact definition and basiR 

for calculation nf r. 

A. values may well depend on the flow level, and there are some indications 
1 

that this might be 10 in our reaulte. Unfortunately, even with the additional 

data adduced for the analysis, there is insufficient information to pursue this 

suggestion here. 
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The results are given in table 9. 

In this case both the value and the coefficient of p had an im~oTtant effect 

on the statistical relation. For low values of C (the coefficient of p) a good 

fit was obtained when motorcycle• were not counted in with r,oodR vehicles when 

calculating the value of p. For high values of r. better resulu were ohtained 

when tnotorcycles were added to ROOda vehicles when calcubtinp, the vdue of i,. 

A value of C • 0.02 was also tried with similaT results to those at a value 

o.f 0.09. In this case " discrepancy in the definition of the variable11 bein~ used 

to determine pis being offset by an alteration in the value of c. and this reduces 

the value of the multiple correlation coefficient. Theae reaults are conllistent 

with the general reaulta of 4.1, but it ia clear that more attention 11hould he 

paid to the weighting of p - or rather on the definition of the vehj.cle cate~orit'!R 

os•d:}wh11p, • .tefining p. 

S. l ~:·~~~~ffl,8.~~~::~:-~;ey~~~5a~, noise relations for 31 si tee 
:Th,e>14J~ltfq.~J~l'.~Qli;iAirtd Coventry waa combined with data of the sa111e form for 

liitJ'!l'·,,tn:c.i~n~~nvJ~jj.:'~i•" from the meaaurements taken durin~ the National Environmenl 

Surv•Y• (li)'. ,&.;iJiJ',J,.~ing regre11ions were tried usin,t dUt1111y variables for site 

v ariationa.~ 

The s~eral altea in London were chosen to represt'T\t the mnst extreme variatio1 

ln condition• for which data could quickly be obtaf.ned • s:> as to teat the wider 

utility of the equations estimated in thia report. 

- Motorcycle• included with goods vehicles when calculatin~ the value 

of p: with C set to 0,09. 

- Coefficient of p:C • 0,09 and p calculated from the number of heavy 

vehiclea. 

- Coefficient of p:C • 0,2 and p calculated from the nU111ber nf heavy 

vehicles. 

- Coefficient of p:C • 0,02 and p calculated from the n,1111ber of heavy 

vehicles. 

Results of these regressions are listed in table 10. 
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I 

I
' Multiple :;orrelation Coefficient 

Degrees of Freedom 
A 
B 

Standard error of B 

SITE 

.(lll (6) Coventry (1973) Sites (Pooled 
as one set) 

All (8) Alton (1971) Sites (Pooled 
as one set) 

• ,;All (8) Al ton ( 1972) Sites (Pooled 

I 

.: as one set) 

'1ewbury: High Street 
Camberley: High Street 
Putney: H~gh Street 

LCNDON (1972-3) 

Fclham Place, llM1"1er~ith 
Croydon Road, ij:r<>ml~Y 
Braemore Court, JeHpr@~te 
Horn Lane, ·~at. Sh11111ilar Gar®~, 
Browlea Ga.Tde~, 

-~' :; :~~:'!::~ 

.. .-. ·•'\'"''·" 

TABLE 10 

DL'MMY VARIABLE ANALYSIS OF 31 SITES FOR CONSTANT TERM 

OF 1,10 EQUATION: L10 =A+ Ai 1- B Log10 Q (1 + Cp) dBA 

i 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

C = 0.02 
P excludes 
motorcycles 

o.86 
391 

53.4 
6.86 
0.26 

A 
0 

0 

-2.13 

-3.87 

-1.84 
-1.06 

3.22 

-0.48 
1.78 

-7.01 
-1.11 
10.39 
o.68 

Standard 
Error of A 

0 

0 

0.77 

0.78 

1.80 
1.79 
2.04 

1.80 
1.79 
1.80 
1.79 
2.05 
2.00 

C = 0.09 
P includes 
motorcycles 

0.87 
391 

53.89 
6.55 
0.23 

A. 
l. 

·-0.86 

-3.19 

-4.65 

-3.12 
--2.44 

1.61 

0.78 
2.76 

-6.02 
-0.22 
9.58 
0 

Standard 
Error of A. 

l. 

1.93 

1.83 

1.81 

2.47 
2.44 
2.66 

2.44 
2.43 
2.39 
2.4o 
2.29 
0 

C = 0.09 
p excludes 
motorcycles 

0.63 
391 
63.15 
21.01 

2.17 

A. 
l. 

0 

-1.45 

-17.84 
0.94 
7.64 

4.69 
7.34 

-5.51 
2.41 

-6.4o 
-13.28 

Standard 
Error of A. 

l. 

1.16 

0.87 

3.52 
2.61 
3.01 

2.61 
2.6o 
2.6o 
2.60 
2.66 
2.66 

I 

C = 0.2 
p excludes 
motorcycles 

o.66 
391 
62. 1 5 

5.o8 

0 

-1.25 

-12.86 
0.50 
7.29 

4.42 
7.16 

-5.26 
2.54 

-5.28 
-4!2 .... ,, 

Standarc 
Error of 

1.13 

o.84 

2.99 
2.53 
2.91 

2.53 
2.52 
2.52 
2.52 
2.59 
2.59 



TABLE 11 

DUMMY VARIABLE VALUES FOR THE 6 COVENTRY SITF.~ 

FOR CONSTANT TERM OF t 10 F.QUATtON 

LoglO • A +Ai+ B LoglO Q (1 + Cp) dBA 

(p includes motorcycles) 

i C • 0.02 C • 0.09 

Multiple Correlation (R2) NA 0.965 o.968 

Degrees of Freedom NA 45 45 

A NA 53.99 52.43 

B NA 6.52 6.68 

Standard error of B 1.26 1.15 

SITE -
Holyhead Road 1 0.07 1.07 -o.27 

Southbank Road 2 -0,67 l.~5 -1.09 

Butts Road 3 2,57 1.22 1.10 

Windsor Street 4 1,95 1.19 1.51 

Foleahill Road 5 -o.72 o.66 0 

Walsgrave Rnad 6 6,52 1.26 o.34 

*NA• not applicable 
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6. EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR AIR'BORN'F. POLLUTANTS 

A survey(l) of different empirical relationships summarising the leveh of 

airborne pollution produced by motor v~hicles demonstrated that mo~t coulJ be 

expressed in the following format:-

Concentratio1\ level of pollutant •A+ BQ + C QP + DO 

+ C',OT + H Q ,,.- w 

Where Q • Vehicle flow in vehicle units per hour 

P • Percentage of diesel vehicles 

R • Ambient tem~erature in degree centrigrade 

A• Wind speed in miles/hr 

T • Traffic arrival pattern index 

v • Vehicle speed in miles/hr 

\..' • Road carriageway width in feet 

+ 'P. R + F A 

••••• (9) 

A, B, c, D, E. F, G and Hare empirically derived constants 

tf predlctive relations are to be of uae in the transport y,lanninjt i,roceu equations 

ana1t be developed employing variables that are readily avaihhle or can be readily 

produced du.ring the modelling proce11. Thia, and the low quality of l'lORt concentrat 

equatious published suggests that fewer variables ar<e needed thllt the full list 

included in equation (9) which was therefore reduced to: 

Concentration• A+ BQ + CQ
2 

••••• (10) 

The other variables in equation (9) were excluded due either to problems 

of determination in the context of a modelling forecast or to prediction difficultie1 

or indeed to both combined. 

Some of the1e reasons for exclusion are: 

- Velocity - due to determination difficulties. Equatinn (2) stilt af'pliu. 

Therefore any equation including Q implicitly involves v. 
- Proportion of diesel vehicles - due to difficulties in determining ed11tinp, 

and future values of thi1 varia~le 

.. Meteorological variables - due to difficul tiea in r,rediction at any y,ardeula1 

lite, and the fact that a forecast of expected future conditions will by 
its nature not be reaponaive to local windapeed and temperature variati:orta, 

howeveT uaeful they might be in &Ullllllariain~ the measured data now to band. 
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1
, - tQtlill;bv_ f!_;r:_;o:c:_ a~_)Soi;_;~_ }t: ':\~6,J_._'1_-_:_) __ '.}_Ji_: ___ --,.-,: ,,,. _ _;c ,Jli~~;o::::~: :::~~:.:•:::. were .. amifteQ on' aa hourl~ ino.~n; .the, 

6.1 Carbon Mo11oxidet Total Hydro-carbons and 'J!otal Oxides of nitrogen 

The !irst regression used equation (l) and d11ta available from Holvhead Road 

and Walagrave Road for; 

- all data with no allowance for aite by site peculiarities 

- all data with du1111ty variables added to cover potent-ial site-deDentfent 

varia tiona. 

The reaults are Riven.~ Table 12. 

The form of equation (9) suggests how many factors have be-en l')ut foniard 

to explain the pollution concentrations at any point. these factors Attempt 

to describe both production and diffusion of the pollutant. Figures 7 t() 10 

show the pollution levels measured in Coventry on various daya dudnR the study 

together with the vehicle flows. They suggest that simple approach cannot be 

reasonably expected to produce a ROOd equation for predictive uae. 

Table 12 shows no very good predictive equations althnuRh the multiple corr~lat 

coefficients are of about the same size or ~reater than thnse of other studies(4). 

The following sensitivity testa were conducted on the second term in Q (ie 

- raising to power 1.75 

- raising to power 2.25 

Theae variation~ had little effect, and site def'endent variations were then 

eUJDined ,udng •quations of the forms-

dJlta. 

• Eml••ion level• A+ A.+ Q 
1 

sEmiaeion level • A + A. + Q
2 

1 

••••• t. e. I 

(11) 

(12) 

Where A and Care constant and A. take values only of .;.ither one or zero. 
1 

ln each case the Tegre1Sion was of lower quality than that ulin,z undifferenttat 
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For the Holyhead Road site, windspeed wa!J added for trial re~res,sions of 

the form 
Emission concentration • A + BQ + CQ

2 
+ DW 

where Q • Two way vehicle flow per hour 

W • wind speed in miles/hour 

A, B, C and n • empirical constants 

••• , • (13) 
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TABLE 12 

EQUATIOHS FOR AIRBOURNE POLLUTANT CONCF.'IJ'l'RATIONS ESTIMATED FRO?-' DATA MEAStTRP.D AT 
HOLYHEAD ROAD AND WALSir.RAVE ROAO COVENT~Y 

Pollutant• A+ BQ + cQ2 ppm 

! 
R2 Pollutant A B C I 

co 0.74 -0,00056 0,00000] n,66 
THC 3.56 -0.00035 o.ooocxn o.54 
nm 0.037 0.00026 -0.0000001 o.58 

2 Pollutant concentration • A + Ai + CQ •• JlQ T'P'" 

Residu111 Standard 
Standard Error of 
Error B 

2.1 O,OOORB 
1.3 0.00053 
0.12 o.ooons 

i • 1 for po1.lut.11nt levP.l at Walap,rave Road 
i • 2 for pollutant level at Holyhead Road 

Standard 
Error of 
C 

0.0000006 
0.0000004 
0.0000001 

Pollutant A C n Resirlual 
Stand11rd 
error 

Standard 
error of 
C 

co 
THC 
TNO 

o.26 
2.67 
0.15 

0.91 
1.10 
0.04 

! 

jo 

1~ 
CO• Carbon monoxide 
THC= Total Hydro-carbons 

-0.00022 
0.0029 
0,00027 

TNO • Total oxides of nitrogen 

n.nono1 
f;,0000007 

-c., • ooooono 1 

0.68 
10. 77 
n.60 

2.04 
0.45 
n.12 

0.0009 
0,00()4 
o.oonos 

StAndard 
error of 
D 

0.0000006 
0,0000003 
0.0000001 
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TABLE 13 

AIRBORNE POLLtrrAtlT RELAT101qs E~TIMATF.n FOR TRRF.F. COVENTRY STTFS 

Relation (11) 

Pollutant concentration• A+ A.+ BQ 
1 

r 
Pollutant A Al A2 

i • l for Walagrave Road 
i • 2 for Holyhead Road 
i • 3 for Foleshill Road 

A3 B 

co -0.35 · 1.14 I l. 75 
n.oon 0 0.0031 

THC 
TNO 

2.48 0 

0.03 0.035 0 
j 

CO• Carbon ~.onoxide 
THC• Total Hydrocarbons 
TNO • Total Nitrogen Oxides 

o.56 0.0012 
0.0089 0.0019 

R2 Ruidual 
Stand!ITd 
error 

n.65 1.91 
0.71 0.01 
n.63 0.12 

Standard 
error of 
B 

0.0002 
O.OMl 
n.000012 
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Comparison with the results obt.aitted frcmt,equat,iqn, -,(to)c;JtJ:i~~ests that the 

power term in Q acts as a proxy for the wind spe,td. ,and af! wind, 11peed11 v.uy 

at every point on the road network it ia pr.Eer~ble to use the equation based 

on Q2 for predictive pury,oses. 

Equations for the levels of carbon monoxide• total hvdro-carbons • a.net tnta· 

nitrogen oxides were estimated for data obtained from Holyhead Road, FoleshHl 

Road. and Walsgrave Road. using equations (11), (12) and (14) helo~; 

Emission Level• A+ Ai+ BQ + CQ
2 

••••• (14) 

The results of these regressions are given in tables 13 and 14. 

In~reasing the number of observations somewhat increased the statistical 

significance of the fits. As data on Nitrogen oxides was not availiahle at 

Butta Roadthii ,d,te--,is:,;:no.t~;;\:ihci·tuded in tab le 14. Hydrocarbon levels at Bt,ttts 

:::d~:::•:!~{:lUtt?::: :~. ~:::·~.:!·:::::no:•::·:: ::o::· 1::;d t~ · 

better r.egre1111~'6n:,;:ff'.t, obtained when the hydrocarbons data from the Butttv,,ti'tt!( ,: 

excluded. 

Although we have determined a set of empirical equations linkjnP. the lev.e:l.,s 

of the pollutants (carbon monoxide, total hydrocarbons, total nitrogen oxides'), 

to total vehicle flow 1 due to the diversity of the mechaniama dvinr. rise to veh 

emissions and the variable rates of dispersion of these emissinns, re~ression 

fits of only indifferent quality could either be expected or obtained. 'the formi 

of the preferred equations prised out hy this study for each tyne of airbourne 

pollutant is given: 

Carbon Monoxide: 
2 (CO)• A+ A.+ BQ + CQ ppm 

l 

Total of all Hydrocarbons, 

(THE) • A + Ai + BO ppm 

Total of all oddes of Nitrogen 

(TNO) •A+ A. + BQ ppm 
1 
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A substantial, fluctuating and differing background of each of theRe nnllutants 

were detected at every site. We could not confir,n that the backgrounds were 

constant over the day. In some cases (eg "total hydrocarbons)" it is clear th;at 

the 'non-vehicle background level' is likely to fall through the day. The hypothesis 

tested in our regression fits took no account of this possibility, and any attem~ts 

to study such effects would be materially assisted by additional measureme"ts 

taken at additional sites some metres further from th~ road, We therefore recommend 

that in any future work that this be done. 
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TABLE 14 
~ .. _ .. ~·-.. ' . . 

PREDICTIVE · :tQtfitibNS FOR CO ANn FYI>ROCABONS FROM ALL COVENTPY ~!TFS -, .;··,·.,_.·,·· ... 

. 2 Pollutant Concentration• A+ A.+ 1!Q + CQ ppm (14) 
1 

i • I for Walsgrave Jtoad 

i • 2 for Holyheadlt~d 

Em:.ssion A Al 
Type* 

co 0.048 1.0 
THC 3.28 .1.19 

A2 A3 

0 -0.14 
-o.55 0 

r 

i -
i • 

A4 

3.84 
2.28 

Pollutant concentration• A+ A.+ l!Q ppm (11) 
1 , 

Emission I 

A2 '"4 I A Al A3 
Type i 

I 

i 
! 

co -0.95 1.18 () .17 0 4.6 

3 for Foles~ip.~,d 
4 For Holyhead R.o•a 

B C 

n.0010 0.0000015 
0.00035 0.0000.005 

r 
B R2 I 

I 
I 

f 

I 

' 0.0038 n.67 ! 

I 1. 74 o.54 6.68 THC 2.45 0 3.03 I 0.0013 
I I 

*CO • Carbon Monoxide 
THC • Total Hydrocarbons 
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Pollutant le~ds were a.011.et:ill)e$ ,hitlb•l\< 
the. -morni~g peak pedod fQr aitili;l•r, :\~~d:~;;;_:·: 
in a numb.er: of -way,, witb~µt ,ma,t~r,iiijl,J.1-·iti•fjtt( 
ina,t,rumenta wer.e usually placeci dQui$liij~i~ .... 
roa~ and em~·-aion con.C:;!!.nt11,t.i->1.1,,'f'lj•;~~:ic<·; ·'·'· 

on Che mor:e d°iata~t 'lane ~re· sia\>J•·~i:~;t( 

.... :Jpertod :th'an 
JG~ .. explai.ned 

The measuri.ng 

one aide of the 

in trafUc flow 

flow 

to .give lower readings at the poinC:0 0£5{~,~-'.UJ •. : fonn tb pick 
' , ~ .·,. ' . ~ ... f ·. _, 

out dispersion effe-cts was inc·lude.d in, egy,t,~~~$:;:'.(x2::;,~d (13) 1 and AS in many 
. , .'", 

cases higher emisaion concentra,tlons,:occ~ft~iyau·~-b.g-;e,ije, eveninv. puk, this su~~est 

that such a factor might be needed. A mild di!pr:ee of auto-correlated la,r was 

detected within moat of the data sets "which •1:1s,eata a need for a dhneraion 

or cumulative building tenn. 

Although the form of equations (9) - (13) could i,robably be inl1)roved while 

still retainin~ sufficient simplicity to allow easy an~lication, the data collectec 

here are inadequate to support such work. The quality of the rP.1ultR obtained 

for equations (9) to (13) are comparable to other atudie1 and ~rovidP. a reasonable 

basis for further development if required. Some criteria for jud~in~ this need 

are suggested in section 7. 

6.2 Development of relations for lead 

E~uation1 for airbourne lead concentrations have been used ~reviouslv in 

thP. form of equation (9)(S). Measurements of the concentration of airborne lead 

were recorded only over every twelve hours. Theae could not be reduced to the 

esta~liahed huurly levels in the Corm of equation \i), which sug~ests that some 

dispersion was present. 

Twelve hourly lead levels for all Coventry sites were then linkea to traffic 

volumes in the form of equations (10) and (11). 

TABLE 15 

AI RB0RN£ J.F.AO CONCF.NT~ATIONS 

Equatio~ (11) format 

Lead concentration .. 1,93 - 0.00013Q + o.000000001Q 2 'tl.ffi/m'l with P2 • 0.42 at 
an P'-value of 6.63 

Equation (12) fordl8t 

Lead concentration• -1.JO + 0,00017Q ,.,m/m
3 

with R2 • o.41 at R1'1 F-v",lue of 

=::~::::~::. :~f r::~:::1-::~:::=!:~i::.::\!:. ·:: ::::t::::;t!it;ti 
4 7 . ,,14+::,·:·'.;')i/~;,;;:t;;,$/;;;~~1~·· ··:;f. 



. r•ggesBt011,e11~f ~r ;w1llf1~}oi~{''~\i: ~ .···· .. 
that mig1lt be b~JtJ\ne<f ~en th'eeqttat::ion '1s usi\dI'irt' 

. . . ·. 

ANIC system of envitontilen.tal iml)11ct estimatiort riiqd~l~\t(-.'.~>:-

'.l4! of such equations to forecast environ111entd chan,r.ea \1,~o'J~;J~J)[ 
\:~;{policies. The model has been deHcriberl elsewhere(l) artq 
''t\\t:•re in any detail. The essential features of PANtC are 

that •ny mix of empirical equations can be combined to yield the environmental 

impact of different schemes on people by computin~ the level of nohe, ,ah r,ollution 

or pedestrian delay• and then weii:thtin~ these results by the nu'l'lher of f'eople 

affected. The concentration of a noiite or air pollution nuisance is estimated 

by applying the empirical equations appropriate to the traffic condition11 forecast 

for the road concerned, and then veighdn~ these concentrations hy the nuMher 

of pedestrians on the pavements or the ftUfflber of households on the aide of that 

road. Thia can be done in a number of ways • and the SJ'lread of levels of i r.ri tat ion 

sufferred by different people can also be included if desired. By co1T1nutinR a 

range of such weighted values for each nuisance it is possible to deduce the de~ree 

of acceptability of one traffic option against another for the road netwnrk as 

represented. The evaluation of each nuisance in monetary tet'111s iA not Attemy,ted 

in PANIC, and the state of the art of environmental evaluRtion is not yet sufficientl 

developed to justify such a further step in this set of automatic ~r~,-raf'11!1'1erl 

models. Any evaluation would in any case be heavily weiP.hted towards such 

lightly used residential roads as are necessarily excluded fro~ the trRnsnort 

planning networks used to model traffic flows. 

The simplest possible presentation of the overall nuisance of A p,iven trAffic 

situation in tenna of noise - or any other pollutant - is to !"roduce a plot of 

the cumulative number of people or households subjected to each level of the n.UL8'an,c:! 

This ia the form of presentation hvoured by the Coventry Transy,ortatinn Study 

Group in their report(4) of the Coventry environment11l evaluation carried out 

in collaboration with the Department of the Environment, and their results are, 

shown in Figure 13 in terms of households. We have used resident ro1'ulation rathet,' 

than household• for our presentation, 

. ',, 
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b 
ft We have built a model of Coventry as it was in 1967 and reproduced the patte 

of traffic flow obtaining at that. time. This model was built for a study of traf 

f restraint which used Coventry as a convenient basis for a scenario of <:i larre 

town subjected to different forms of traffic rest~li.inin~. policies. This vork 

is fully described in reference (16). and the accuracy of the flow assiRnment 

produced at TRRL for the 196 7 situation in Coventry is analyr;ed there. The Agrt.._ 

with a traffic flow survey carried out a couple of years later(17) is &~t;~fRctor 

and the assigmnent is very stable and thus suitable for use here. 

In Figure 13 we &how the cumulative percenta~e of peonle suhiected to noise 

levels defined by the 18 hour t 10 index for Coventry as a whole. The line c.'llcul 

by the Coventry TSG was based on two different equations. one for uncon~est~rl 

flow. and the other for congested flow. based on the work of Crom~ton and Gilhert 

at Imperial College(l3) and ME Delaney(l2) at the National Physical Labor~tory, 

The diagram shown was published in the Technical Report of the r.oventry Sturlv(4) 1 

and options 1 - 3 refer to different planning o~tions for the year 19Rl to restri 

the untempered demand shown as "1981 base". 

In order to disnlay the effects of using each of several equations• we have 

repeated the calculations using only the free flow equation l;ased on the Itnperia· 

College work. This was used by the CTSG to represent free f1o"' conditions where 

appropriate on the Coventry netwo,t. The a,.reement between the Coventry Re~ort 

result and the line predicted by the uae of only the free flov equat;on apn!ied 

to the TRRL assignment of flow for 1967 is fairly good. There are several other 

empirical equations that have been derived from other sets ot me~~ure~ente. We 

have shown the result of usinR the NPL equation Coventry free flow calculated 

by M E Delaney. 

This predicts a lower overall exposure to noise than the equAtion ae mi~ht 

be expected. as the flows selected by Delaney were not unduly affected by conge& 

Nelson at TRRL has pToduced an equation for lower flows than Delaney atudit 

and hae approached the problem by synthesis in~ noise pro,fi les fo·.: heelv flowins 

traffic on a single carriageway road, and then used this noise profile aR data 

for his regreHion work. His equation p.redicts a noise 'level above that 
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of Delaney's equation - as would be expected - and below the tm~erial CollP.P.e 

equation used for the Coventry TSC report. Both Nelson and Oelaney used terms 

includding speed in their regression equations, and the con~ested assign~ent of 

flow produced at TRRL was therefore required to ,redict the srieed11 corresy,onctin~ 

co the equilibrium pattern of ·congesud flow over the 1967 road system. This 

relies on the speed-flow relation1hi~a used for the assi~nfflf!OC rrocess. as the 

traffic continually alters its routing oatten1 in the auiv.n,iP.nt unti 1 all oossihl1 

routes are in use to minimise the coat of each journey across th@ city. The sreed· 

flow relationships are therefore required to predict the averape exnect~d s~eed

mean speed of travel on each road in the network over a renreaentative re11k hour, 

for this is the basis of the data used to represent the journey pattern, and is 

indeed the foY111 in which the travel demands of the future are needed for planninv. 

purposes. The speeds predicted by the speed-flow relationshios will not neceasaril 

be the same as the speeds fitted in the Nelson and Delaney studiea, where the 

variations in speed and noise level are considered on a quite different basis. 

It is therefore worth noting that under the li~htly con~ested conditions obt11inin~ 

in Coventry in 1967, the match between the average exoected soeed ovPr a peak 

hour and the shorter interval definition used by Nelson and Delaney is acce~tahle. 

This does not mean to say thAt this will remain true under different and 1110re 

severely congested conditions, and for this reason and the fact that speed-flow 

p~edictions of speed become unreliable under conditions of severe con~estion, 

the equation variable sets adopted in our work do not use s~eed as an ex~licit 

variable. 

Imperial College have also produced other equations thRn the one used for 

free flow conditions in Coventry by the TSG, which was based on data Rathered 

in Coventry itself. One which contains data from a wide ranie of cities and sites 

is shown on the diagram as N3 (values listed in Table 16). 

The 1pread in noise exposure predicted by the different equations suR~ests 

that the equations estinated for different areas may not always be tranAferahle 

to apply to other areas without 1ome adjustment. This point is discussed in the 

aections on the reRre11ion fitting work done for our study, and i.n thP section 

devoted to 11n analysis of the data from the Alton by-y,a111 study(2) a.,d other d11ta 

sets from Putney(lO), Camberley,(9), Newbury(9), and I,ondon(7). 

The full set of equations used in the diagram are given in Tahle 16. 
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In order to apply these em.pi rical equations to petwork foreca:st$>c:ff::'.,~~,1:l.~~,.t~}Xf 

now it is neceaaary to find some way of estimat.ing ihe soo4s· ·c;Qmn.~n1~~tt~11,.iijft!ijjf~~~:L 
vehicle flow. This may be done either by obUainirtg a matrix;.;of •go~jla';'0J.Jti£~itJ?;6'V~ments 

,.,, ,.··· ,• 

for the hour in question, a:nd. a11igning thelO to a 11pecific Ht of routes, or it 

may be done by applying a blanket percentage of the traffic to be re~arded as 

goods traffic. The results will of cours\ be rather different, as the hl~nket 

aBSumption - even if it gives the correct overall goods vehicle mi lea~e and approximatt::t; 

correct flows - will require us to assume that the same percentage. of p.oods vehicles 

would be found on every road represented in the network as modelled, This is 

not entirely unreasonable as the network traffic model is desi~ned to ~ick up 

most (say over 90i) of the traffic flow, and this is to be found on onlv ·A smRll 

part of the total Toad mileage. Consequently the assumntion that ~oods vehicle~ 

occur in the smne percenta~e on all heavily or fairlv heAvily traff;ckerl rnads 

is the one actually being made, and this is. far more reaRonable than a ~lobal 

aHumption applied to all roads indi:seri\ilinately. 

'this raises an important genet.al ·',>oint for the correct internreti.ti.nn of 

this kind of impact estimation statement. The majority of the tnffic is concP.ntrated 

on leas than a quarter of the network in moat cases, vet the great ch"nP,es in 

environment will occur on the unrepresented three quarters, where most of the 

people live, and a change of a few vehicles a day can make a great deAl of diffet"ence 

to their environment. These vehiclesvill cause little extra annoyance once moved 

on to the main network, as the logarithmic nature of the noise forecaRtinp, equations 

reduce their impact on already high noise levels. The low concentration of people 

on these major road• will Also dilute the impact of air nollution annoyance, althou~h 

the increased pedestrian activity on the busy sho~pin~ streets may well ri~ht 

the balance for this type of environmental impact, To nut this in the framework 

of Coventry, the network that we have used to mDdel the traffic flowR i's very 

denae and detailed by transnortation planninJ! lltandards, yet only 20% of tl\e pt!~J(l,t~(:;i 

actually live on the roads represented on this detailed network. We can ti~ ~nitt(if 
that al though the PANIC proceu for eatimatin~ environmental iumacu is welil iijf.ii~~f; 
to the e1timation of chanRes in high noise levelR, it is not able to caT''f'10\t~ 

a full evaluation-oriented calculation as the small chan~es in flow on tbe he'.avU:f : . 
populated minor ruade will dominate any such evaluation and are left out of ~ont.~nt#1l 

by the traffic model on which all this is ha8ed. 
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The results presented here are all given in terms of the 1967 model nf Coventry 

build at TRRL as a testbed for the equilihrium assiRnment models develoned at 

TRRL(l8), The goods vehicle flows were represented in two ways: first as a simple 

20% fraction of all passenger car units (PCU) of vehicle flow at every pnint on 

the network handled by the model: second as the matrix of Roods movement deduced 

as part of the Coventry Transportation Study from what infonnAtion was avilable 

for 1967, 

Figures 14 and 15 show the results of using each of the two models of ~oods 

raovement to produce the noise impact curves. There is cleftrl, a case for better 

models of goods movement to be developed and the data to set them un beinp, collected 

for any future Traffic and Transport places. It should be noted that the effect 

of using this cumulative form of presentation is that every minor difference adds 

up ~~ a.c~umulates to shift this curve. Consequently this cumulative diai:i:ram 

·•. {P~mtiil~• a stringent test for different mndels and equations. 

The equation used by the Coventry. crsn for free flow condition• was applied 

to every link in our network 1 and produced resultR that can be seen to be in f:ah~· . 

agreement with those presented in the CTSG Final Report(4), It is more intere$.,i11~jiJ;/ 

to note that the two congested flow equations (those of Delaney and Nehon) give 

the lowest noise impact forecasts 1 and the two Imperial Colle~e (Crompton) 

equations the highest. The accumulated spread between the limitR given by all 

these equations is over SdBA at the worst point, and shows that the absolute level 

of noise impact predicted by different empirical equations can differ markedly. 

Lacer work has shown that 1 as might be expected, the differences between base 

year and future i :pact forecast by each equation separatelv are in far 1 far, 

better agreement. T~e 20% assumption yields rather b~tter agreement hetween the 

equations 1 and the shift in the implicit aasumi,tion aboµt,:ROOds moveMents gives 

a shift of ldBa for the Nelson equation 1 and about 2,:SdBa for the two Cro111pton 

equation,. 

Figure 16 1hows the forecasts of the TRRL eq-.•tiona for t 10 deduced in this 

report, It ia clear that the uncertainty in the 11.oQds modellin" Mnre than covers 

the diveraence frOIII the CJ'SG report re1ulta also shown in the diaJrr1tfll. The two 

TRRL forecasts lie vi thin the range shown in the laat twn f.i~ure11 for si111i hr 

circumstance•, and if due account is taken of the accumulated differences at low 

noise levela the agreement between different models 11nd equat ion111 if ,'Ii rlv good. 
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As the TRRL equations for L
10 

deduced in this work are in 11ccord with the 

oti'1er data that can be compared with them, we consider that there iii no re,uon 

to use any of the other equations for work in Coventry, as the TRRL e1uations 

are based on a very '1ide range of circumstances measurer! at sites actually in 

that city. The range of noise levels and traffic flows underlyin~ the other equ. 

was obtained n:ainly hy sampling at II number of different si tea in a ntt1'1ber of 

different tO\m& and cities. 

The L50 and L90 TRRL equatfons are used to obtain Fi~ure 17. Tt is .::lear 

once more that differences are better forecast than absolute lev~ls. 

One queetion that must be coneidered is the flow re~ime for which the choic, 

of a particular equation is appropriate. The Coventry report result WAS ~btaine 

using N4 for uncongested links and N2 for congested links; it nay be seen from 

Fi~ure 2 that the study report liea centrally between the curves for N2 and N4 

and thie strongly sugge~ts that it was the serarate flow method of renresentin~ 

goods traffic that was used in the CTSG Coventry studv. This was in fact the 

case. <4) lt seems likely that equations Nl and N2 are rreferable for low flows, 

a~ the calculation of V rennits variations in L10 due to the nature of th~ road; 

however, the &peed-flow relationships in the PANIC model are unsonhisticated and 

f~r higher flows the equations based only on o. p 1 and road width would be prefe 

The questions raised by representation of goods traffic also ar;ae when we 

consider emission equation&, but as the behaviour is much the same as for the 

L
10 

equations i ~ will not persue them here, 

The carbon monoxide equations are compared in figure lA. r.onsiner~hle 

varlationa occur in the background levels of CO concentr11ti.on which accc,unt for 

differencea- between the constant terms. The tet11J1eratur1> wae preset to 10°r. and 

the wind a,peed t~ 3 kt. 

The re•ults of these equations applied to the TRRL model c,f Coventry in 196 

are plo.tted in Fiiures 18 and 19 and it is cle&r that the 'f'redictinns vary 

widely• although cs. C6, C 7 and CS agree I aa do Cl, C4 and C2; this is to be exn 

f'rffl!I the form of the equations. This lack of agreel'llt!nt is prnbahly ,1 result of 

the indiffe:rent R2 values obtained in producin~ the regreHions. ln the caRe 

o.f the TRRL equation& the data from which the equations were derived cnntained 

few roads carrying more than 1200 vehs/hr, whereas the TRRL model of Coventry in 
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auch flows. It should be noted th&t the R2 for the t,m,erial .· .. -·· 

i:~J;,,ae less ::han .5 whereas the rRRI. ~
2 values were all close, to 

, ,tii~$tical quality of the equations use.d raise.a d:ifficttlties:/-.,hlf1Lt( 

,,~~ii~ttls: this is esracially the CAiie for equations irtvtl-h;;fnit i 

)!l~,<for values of Q greater than 1000 v.p.h. this term is domin1tnt. 

,. 
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.. ,ii;;{{~h~t'~~~ogen Oxides, smoke, lead And total hydrocarbon equationR nlotted 

t[jil;;;'.;~ven in T ah le 16 • 

· :<r~~, four NO equations were used for "'"igure 2n, and the remaining three 

.pollutantli appear in Figure 21, As we have no information with which to COTT!T'are 

th• results in Figure 21 we have no way of independently ASsessing theRe equations; 

hovever there is no reason to suppose them to be suoerior stAtistically to the 

CO equations; this applies particularly to 06 which contains a o2 tenn. ln Fip,ure 

20 there appearfl to be a surprising measure of a~ree111ent hetween the results 

achieved by Colwills'(S) equations for cc>ncentrations Rre11ter than 0.4 J')om, 

surprising in view of their very different forms. The performance of our Coventry 

based equation Ol is less satisfactory; the reason for thiR is clear. from the 

form of the equation. As flow increases above 1500 vph the estiT'laterl !'~O concentration 

falls. Thus the "tail" generally associated with hiRh flows does not an!)ear. 

This defect is remedied in the later equation Ola which ap,rees fairly well t.'ith 01 

yet possesses a small 'tail'; however, there is still a mar.kerl rlifference in 

predictions between Colwill's equations and our Coventry-based equ11tions. 

The PANIC predictions reproduced here show that the use of equations from 

widely different sources leads to a substantfal spread in the ahsolute levels 

of the pollutant concentrations and impacts ~redicted. Later work(l6) has shown 

that the differentials between PANIC forecasts based on a selection of varied 

equations for different transport policies are in J?OOd a~reemP.nt. This 1esult 

is foreshadowed by the diap.rams 16, 17 and 22, where the shifts between rlifferent 

hypotheses and views are very constant. Figure 22 shows how the inclusion of 

data from other sources ~erely shifts the level of t 10 rredictions without diRturhinR 
., 

the shape; t:-.i:; fi.'"Ur1.:. to.;<1tn,,r ·:Jith iii;Ures 21e..'1:.i Jt,, :rno·:1 no·.~ the nigh i( 

"...O not ::;uf.:'ic:e i.O I'(; r,I'OGUC".:! ,.;ctuilcu variations. 

8, C:ONCJ.USIONS 

This report reviews the collection 1:mRysis of data col lecteil in Coventry durinr 

November and December 1973. The survey WRS desi~nerl to cover the environ~ental 

aspects of traffic flow in _nis urban Rrea as 8 hRsis for both immediatP. use 

and for future research work, 

The data collected was adequate to estimate equations to exi,ress the imnact 

of transport policies on the people in the il!l'1ediate vicinity of roads. This 

was most successful for the noise level rrerliction usinJ? eriuc'ltions of the fom: 

Lnn •A+ Ai + R log 10 (0(1 + cp)) 
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where Q • Total vehicle flow rate in vehi.cle unit~ per hour 

L :a the noiAe level in dR.A which is exceeded for nn'! of the hour 
nn 

p • percentage of heavy vehicles 

A • a basic hackground noise level 

A. a a differential background noise level to he a~nliecl to a nart: 
l 

C •aloud vehicle weightin~ factor 

B a a constant. 

These relations have been developed for data froM Revera! ~iteR ~nd ~ p.en~ral 

relation of this type for all sites with varyinp, values for Ai iA pro~oserl, 

Such a relation would h~ very simple to use. 

Equati:ons. pl>~~;ined for L50 and L90 were of better statisticPl nual i ty th:u 

those .fo::r :L:u,:• 'ln.~~ most commonly used noise level index but TIH could not be a, 

11~p1;c,duc:ed. 

Predictive equations have dso been obtained to forecas.t the amoi.iiit"-:'.Bi;r,~i 
pollutants. The :general relat'ion used was: 

Pollutant concent·ration • A + A. + BO + r.o2 
l 

The quality of fits was sufficiently stronit for the Carhon ?-~onoxirle, Tota 

Hydro cat'bons and Total Nitrogen Oxides to be useful. 

8.1 Reconmended relations 

Noise: 

For a p,eneral urban area: 

L10 • 45 + 7 log 10 Q(l + 0,09p) 

L50 • 32 + 10.B log 10 O(l + o~n9p) 

L90 • 30 + 9.5 log 10 Q(l + 0,09p) 

A more precise relation where an R'Jmroxirr.ntion to vnryinp. on-,d tr co 

can be made 

L10 • ~~+ 6.7 lor. 10 0(1 + o.nQp) + Ai 

where A.• -5 for an extremely quiet urban area 
1 

A.• -2 for an avera~e urban area consiAtinr of orincio~lly se~i-
1 

detached houses and large front garden~ 

A. • 0 for a busy urbsn street lined with shooi:; or having~ steel' 
1 

road p:rade 
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• 2 for a busy minor road consisting of 50% medium size terraced 

buildings 

u 3 for a busy intersection surrounded by terraced huildinRS. 

Airborne Pollutants 

Carbon Monoxide 

where 

CO level• 0.05 +A.+ 0.001 0 + 0,000001SQ 2 
n~m l . ,. 

A.• -0.05 ppm for an area havinr, little hackp,round of natural 
l 

carbon monoxide 

A.• 3.5 ppm for an industrial area 
l 

Total Hydrocarbons 

THC level• 2.45 +Ai+ 0.0013 Q ~1'1'11 

where Ai • o for a low density res,id~)ltlflf ·,;,r,a 
Ai • 1.0 for a semi 00 cat11nerci•l ,area 
A.• 2.0 fur an industrial area 

1 

Total Nitrogen Oxides 

where 

TNO level• 0,03 + A, + 0.0019 porn 
1. 

A.• 0 for a low density residential 
1 

A,• o.a3 for a co1t1t1ercial area. 
l 

area 

The comparative calculations of environmental imp~ctR show that this kind 

of simple model is useful and can help to cl~rify the environmental i~plicationR 

of traffic policies. The measure of absolute agreement between different equations 

from different sources was fair. but of the same order as the a~reement h~tween 

calculations done on the basis of different viewa of ROorls traffic in the same 

situation. The agreement between differential shifts froll" a cio-nothinp, stRte 

to the state resultant from a traffic policy is far better, and we have collated 

some evidence that - within reasonable limits - equations may be ~p~tied in area~ 

different from those for which they were derived. More work is needed; and we 

propose four main areas for further study: 

1) An anaysis of the site-dependent factors hrouP,ht out in our work. 

2) improvement in th<.> models for predictin~ pedeRtri,m and narkinP. Acti.vi ty 

to allow a broader spread of iMpacts to be calcul~ted. 
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3) development of methods for estimatin~ the suhstantial environment~l ~ains 

and the small. flows giving small absolute changes in traffic flow on the 

many minor residential roads off the main network, and which will doMinate 

the evaluation of alternative policies. 

4) Greater attention to the y,atterna of background levels in diffP.rent nreas 

and their measurement, and considerable special attention to the noi.se e<iuivalen 

of different types of vehicle to define "c" and the cate~ory for 'heavy l irni t!l 1 

better. 
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